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INTELLECTUAL TRAITS
10-12 yr olds

Many interests which change rapidly
Express feelings through creative writing
Usually do best when work is laid out in small pieces
Prefer concrete ideas

Vary greatly in academic ability
Judge ideas in absolutes
Constantly asking “Why?”

Interest in collections and hobbies
Extremely curious

Want to learn adult skills
Are motivated to try something new
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PHYSICAL
TRAITS
13-15 yr olds

[Diagram with sections for Physical Traits]

- Want to keep body private
- Embarrassed by body
- Rapid changes in appearance
- Appear clumsy
- Concerned about body image
- Wide range of sexual maturity
- Arms and legs grow quickly
- Hand and feet grow quickly
- Greater strength
- Girls ahead of boys
- Worry their body is strange
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SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL TRAITS
13-15 yr olds

Diagram:
- Peer group influences interests/choices
- Abandon idea that parents as being all-knowing
- Struggle with identity
- Worry about being normal
- Interested in opposite sex
- Show off qualities
- Questions family values
- Questions authority
- Belong to clubs
- Wants to solve own problems
- Moodiness
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